
Hybrid Coater

Main Features

Applications

Bonding Dispensing Welding SMT Systems Soldering

The Hybrid Coater is DIMA’s flexible Selective Conformal 
Coating platform, developed according to specific customer 
needs. The Hybrid Coater has an integrated camera as a 
standard feature. The camera can be used to check for fidu-
cials and to calibrate the machine and its instruments in an 
easy way. Like in a Pick and Place machine the HC- 200 uti-
lizes component, package and fiducial libraries. DIMA even 
created a dispensing library to store all available information 
about different materials, dispense valves and all necessary 
parameters needed for a repeatable production.
The Hybrid Coater also comes with standard off-line pro-
gramming software. This off-line software provides you with 
the opportunity to fully prepare a next Selective Conformal 
Coating Program, while the machine is in production.
 
The Hybrid Coater provides the flexibility needed to coat 
every board available in the market. It’s ability to rotate 
every valve in combination with tilting the valve, makes it 
possible to reach into areas that were off limit before. You 
can mount up to four valves, to use different viscosities of 
the same material to overcome problems like polluting fine 
pitch connectors, open connectors, eprom sockets, groun-
ding areas and test points because of the capillary flow of the mainly very low viscosity coating materials. 

DIMA Dispensing

Hybrid Coater HC-200

 h Maximum flexibility
 h Teaching camera standard
 h Advanced monitoring for process control 
 h DIMA Soft rewarded user interface
 h Easy track© off-line programming software
 h Wide range of valves can be mounted
 h Standard up to 4 heads
 h Modular system free to configure
 h Large work area
 h Optional fiducial alignment
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Coating Valves
Using the right valves combined with process knowledge is the key to successful 
dispensing and coating. You need a good robot with user-friendly operator soft-
ware and the right valves. Also the correct process knowledge can help you get 
satisfying results. DIMA offers a wide range of valves, process knowledge and 
test facilities to make your application work. You can find more information about 
our valves in our separate valves brochure. 

Examples of  valves that can be used for Selective Conformal Coating. 
DD-5130           Stainless front closing needle valve
DD-5230           Stainless front closing needle valve, heated
DD-5140           Spray valve with long spray cap, narrow round beam
DD-5240           Spray valve with long spray cap, narrow round beam, heated
DD-5141           Wide beam spray valve
DD-5241           Wide beam spray valve, heated

DR-5130
DR-5230

DR-5141
DR-5241

DR-5140
DR-5240

Pressure Reducing Valve and Sensors
The Hybrid Coater is standard equipped with one electronic 
pressure sensor for the main air supply to the machine. Opti-
onal extra electronic pressure sensors can be added for mo-
nitoring atomizing air and material pressure. Through these 
pressure sensors all pressures used in a coating program are 
being monitored and the machine will generate an alarm with 
indication in the software in case the pressure is out of range. 
DIMA has chosen to have the pressure regulators available 
as hardware in order to be able to easily change pressures for 
time set adjustments,  material purge and cleaning purposes

Machine configuration
The Hybrid Coater Robot is equipped with an X, Y, Z and Φ Axis. The 4 axis robots can handle up to 4 different dispense valves. 
This can be dispense valves and spray valves. They have to be mounted onto a valve mount. Valves can be configured outside the 
machine and can be put onto the robot as one unit. The 4 axis robot comes with a camera centered on the Z axis, computer with 
DIMASOFT user software, a base for up to 4 valve mounts, one electronic pressure sensor for the main air supply, a sensor for 
detection of exhaust air and illumination inside the machine. The HC-200 can be configured as a batch or an in-line machine and can 
be re-configured in the field at any time. 
Since all valves are mounted on the rotatable head, the work area of the Hybrid Coater is extremely large. A standard feature is that 
all air pressures used in the machine (main air pressure, tank pressure and atomizing air pressure) are being monitored in order to 
control the process and with that guarantee the process repeatability.

Options
Furthermore the Hybrid Coater has a modular machine concept that provides the capability to invest in the machine as it is needed 
at this moment, but with the possibility to upgrade it at any given time in the future. Options like Automatic XYZ nozzle calibration, 
Flow monitoring, Dynamic flow adjustment, Touchless needle cleaning, Height detection, Barcode software and Reservoir empty 
detection. More detailed information can be found in our conformal coating options brochure. 

Valve Mount Assembly
Valve mount assemblies are available in several different 
models depending on your requirements. One important 
feature of the Hybrid Coater is that all valves mounted in the 
machine can move up and down independently. Since the 
HC-200 has a 4th (rotation) axis as a standard feature, the 
choice for valve mount assemblies is for a Z-slides (different 
stroke lengths are available), or a combine Z-slide with tilt 
functionality. 

HC-1010 valve mount incl. 
pneumatic Z-slide& tilt

HC-1000 valve mount incl. 
pneumatic Z-slide
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DIMASOFT®
The Hybrid Coater comes with the unique DIMASoft user interface. In combination 
with the standard CCD camera this Windows based software is a very powerful and 
user friendly tool. The DIMASoft provides libraries to store all available information like, 
different type of materials, dispense valves, fiducials, material pressure, atomizing air 
pressure, line speeds, line widths, dot sizes etc. This information can differ for each 
individual program and parameter setting are being monitored during production for 
process reliability. 

Coating screen Fiducial screen Coating screenPressure screen

Product handling
To handle your products a variety of solutions can be 
offered. From a static product fixture up to an automatic 
in-line pin chain conveyor. The Hybrid Coater can even 
be equipped with a with product drawer for loading and 
unloading the parts outside of the machine. 

Easy track off-line software
DIMA is the first company that has succeeded in providing true off-line program-
ming software. In order to use it correctly a top view picture of the product is nee-
ded together with at least two reference co-ordinates. Through these co-ordinates 
the product can be scaled within the software and the off-line camera image that 
includes scales images of all available nozzles it becomes child splay to off-line 
program the product using the available dispensing library information. The Easy 
track software even provides an off-line cycle time calculation of the program. This 
software ensures the highest level of productivity for the DIMA machines.

Selective coated board under UV light

Pin chain conveyor

Small material tanks

Material Handling
For each type of material that needs to be processed, a 
separate material reservoir/tank is required. In most cases 
the material is transferred  from the reservoir/tank by com-
pressed air. Optionally a pump can be used. Material reser-
voirs and tanks come in a large variety of sizes and can be 
chosen depending on the demand per day. All reservoirs 
and tanks can optionally be equipped with low level detec-
tion. This prevents the machine from running dry.

Offline programming

Product drawer



For more detailed information, please contact our Sales Representatives. We are very willing to explain you the product application opportunities, 
all the available system configurations as well as our customized turn-key automation facilities. We are pleased to serve you with the best process 
technologies and going for the best system fit into your  manufacturing processes. Your success is ours too!

Your Local Representative

DIMA Group BV  T : +31 (0)493 352 752
Beukelsdijk 2  F: +31 (0)493 352 750
5753 PA Deurne  E: info@dimagrp.com
The Netherlands  I: www.dimagrp.comwww.dimagrp.com
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Technical Specifications
Hybrid Coater HC-200
Type Selective Conformal Coating machine

Dimension (LxWxH)
Stand alone 1000 x 1200 x 1800 mm 

(+500 mm for signal light)

In-line 1000 x 1200 x 1800 mm 
(+500 mm for signal light)

Motion
Type Stepper motor in combination with encoder, with 

ball-screw and linear bearings and spline-axis

XY velocity 0.2 m/s

Z-axis velocity 0.1 m/s

XYZ resolution 0.00625 mm

Rotation axis resolution 0.036°

Rotation 370 degrees

Work area (based on one valve on Z-slide
Stand alone 600 x 600 mm – Z-movement  50mm

In-line chain conveyor 500 x 600 mm – Z-movement  50mm

In-line belt conveyor with clamping 525 x 600 mm – Z-movement  50mm

Conveyor systems: (without option that can cause restrictions)
Min./Max. conveyor width (chain): 35 mm / 500 mm (manual adjustable)

35 mm / 500 mm (automatic adjustable)

Min./Max. conveyor width (belt): 35 mm / 500 mm (manual adjustable)

35 mm / 500 mm (automatic adjustable)

Board Clearance 
Top- & Bottom side:

100 mm

Interface
Controller Integrated microprocessor controller

User Interface PC controlled WindowsTM based with 
DIMAsoft® 

Facility requirements

Camera 1 Teach In / fiducial camera with CCD Chip

Power 220-240VAC, 50-60Hz, 1150 Watt

Air 6 Bar (85 PSI), 100L/min.

Extraction 250 m³/h

Noise < 70 dB(A)

Weight max. 500 kg

Hybrid Coater
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Standard features
General machine, main inlet air pressures are 
software-controlled

PC with LCD monitor, key board and trackball 

Teaching and fiducial alignment  camera

XY-axis with ball-screw and linear bearings

Combined Z- and Rotation (spline)-axis

Easy track off-line programming software

At least one dispense valve (needle or spray)

At least one pneumatic Z-slide, or  one pneumatic 
Z-slide with tilt

At least 1 pressure reducing valve with electronic 
sensor for monitoring material pressure

Exhaust connection system with flow rate detection

Stainless steel interior

Signal light tower

Optional features
ESI fiducial alignment software

Additional pressure reducing valve with electronic 
sensor for monitoring material pressure

Pressure reducing valve with electronic sensor for 
monitoring atomizing air pressure

Additional dispense valves (needle or spray – max. 
up to 4)

Additional pneumatic Z-slides (max. up to 4)

Additional pneumatic Z-slides with tilt (max. up to 4)

Low level detection for material reservoirs and tanks

Automatic nozzle calibration unit

Automatic  touch less nozzle cleaning unit

Dynamic flow adjustment system (mass flow princi-
ple without moving parts)

Dot size and position inspection software

Valve and/or material heating

Automatic conveyor width adjustment

Material changeover system (manual or automatic)

Bar code recognition system, 1D or 2D

Traceability and information log-software


